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Crystallographic macromolecular refinement 

Crystallographic refinement is an iterative 
process in which an initial structural model is 
progressively modified to produce an updated 
model which is more consistent with the 
experimental data and chemical knowledge.  
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Updated model…what does that mean? 

You want to improve it (typically optimise atom positions and 
thermal parmeters, add atoms – model completion) to satisfy 
what said before (experiment and chemistry).  

You’ve got a starting model…(phase problem ‘solved’) 

Refinement is an iterative process that in 
practice is always terminated by the user.  

Refinement is not only about low R and Rfree 
factors. 
(This is not a good reason to be sloppy. Refinement is how 
you present your work to the world.)  
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REFMAC5 
 
 

•  Distributed as part of CCP4 
•  It is easy to use (CCP4i è CCP4i2) 
•  Based on ML and Bayesian statistics  
•  Multiple tasks (model idealisation, rigid-body, jelly-body, restrained ML 
refinement, phased refinement) 
•  Automated twinned ML refinement  
•  Powerful and highly optimised minimisation algorithm (very fast) 
•  Extensive built-in dictionary (more than 11,000 library entries) 
•  Automatic X-ray/geometry weight estimation 
•  Flexible model parameterisation (iso-,aniso-, mixed-ADPs, TLS, bulk 
solvent, global and local NCS, occupancy) 
•  Low resolution tools (restraints to external structures and/or secondary 
structure è Prosmart)  
•  Map sharpening 
•  Refinement engine of ARP/wARP, BALBES, PDB_REDO 
•  One-click viewing of results with Coot 
•  Extension to other techniques (cryoEM, ED, NMX,…) 
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Key aspects of (reciprocal space) refinement 

•  Objective function  

•  Method of optimization 

•  Model parametrization 

•  Prior knowledge 
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fX−ray = wi
i
∑ Fo i

− Fc( )
2For example, one could minimise 

a pure ly d i f f ract ion-based 
function (least-squares function) 



Macromolecular crystallography

In macromolecular crystallography the typically 
limited resolution of X-ray data combined with the 
size of the molecules under investigation results in an 
unfavorable data/parameters ratio. 

Macromolecular refinement against solely X-ray data 
leads to severe model distortions reflecting 
unreasonable/impossible chemistry.

1.8 Å / 164 aa / 1540 non-H atoms / 14217 reflections
≈2.3 reflections/parameter (x,y,z,B)
≈1.0 reflections/parameter (x,y,z,Us)
≈100 for small molecules



2.3 reflections/parameter (x,y,z,B)



2.3 reflections/parameter (x,y,z,B)



10.3 reflections/parameter (x,y,z,Us)

Examples of partly unrestrained structures
PDZ2 domain of syntenin at 0.73 Å resolution (PDB 1r6j; Kang et al., 2004)
HEWL at 0.65 Å resolution (PDB 2vb1; Wang et al., 2007) 



10.3 reflections/parameter (x,y,z,Us)

For all practical purposed chemically sensible fitting requires extra 
information. X-ray data alone is not enough!



Restraints ≠ Constraints

Restraints are treated like observations and have a probability distribution

Constraints describe a mathematical condition (q1+q2=1, rigid-bodies,..)
  

Subsidiary conditions / restraints

f = wi
i
∑ Fo i

− Fc( )
2
+ wl

l
∑ pmodel,l − ptarget,l( )

2

Something must be done to obtain chemically 
sensible structural models.



ftotal = wfX−ray +
fbonds + fangles + fdihedrals + fplanarity + fnon−bonded + fchirality +
fNCS + freference + fsecondary

structure
+......



 

Alternatively, one can restrain 1-3 distances:

α 

(1) 

(2) (3) 

Some examples of restraints

fbonds =
1
σ bond
2

bonds
∑ dmodel − dtarget( )

2

fangles =
1
σ angle
2

angles
∑ αmodel −α target( )

2

f1-3 distances =
1
σ1−3

2
1-3
∑ d1-3 model − d1-3 target( )

2

Bonds/Angles



V = rN − rCA( )• rC − rCA( )× rCB − rCA( )#$ %&

VD = −VL

fchirals =
1
σ chiral
2

chirals
∑ Vmodel −Vtarget( )

2

Chirality

Non-bonded

fnb =
1
σ nb

2
nb
∑ dmodel − dmin( )2

if dmodel  < dmin( )

Some examples of restraints



Bayesian approach 

The best model is the one which has the highest 
probability given a set of observations and a 
certain prior knowledge.  
 
 

Bayes’ theorem 
 

 P(M;O) = P(M)P(O;M)/P(O) 



Application of Bayes’ theorem 
Screening for disease D. 
 
On average 1 person in 5000 is affected by the disease D. 

P(D)=0.0002 
Let P be the event of a positive test for D. 
P(P;D)=0.9, i.e. 90% of the times the screening identifies the 

disease. 
P(P;not D)=0.005 (5 in 1000 persons) false positives. 
 
What is the probability of having the disease if the test says it is 

positive? 
 
P(D;P)=P(D)P(P;D)/P(P) 
P(P)=P(P;D)P(D)+P(P;not D)P(not D) = (0.9)(0.0002)+(0.005)

(1-0.0002)=0.005179 
P(D;P)=(0.0002)(0.9)/(0.005179)=0.0348 
Less than 3.5% of persons diagnosed to have the disease do 

actually have it. 
  



The best model is the most consistent with the data  

Statistically this can be expressed by the likelihood 
L(O,M) 

= P(M)L(O;M) 
L(O;M) 

max P(M;O) ⇔ min -logP(M;O) = min [-logP(M) -logL(O;M)] 

[Probability Theory: The Logic of Science by E.T.Jaynes; http://bayes.wustl.edu] 
[Bricogne, G. & al. (1997), Methods in Enzymology. 276] 
[Murshudov, G.N. & al. (1997), Refinement of macromolecular structures by the maximum-
likelihood method, Acta Cryst. D53, 240-255] 

P(M;O) = P(M)P(O;M)/P(O) 
 Bayes’ theorem 

Maximum likelihood and the Bayesian view 



Prior knowledge contibutions and observations  
are assumed to be independent (this is a limitation) 

P(M) = ∏Pj(M)    
R 

L(O;M) = ∏Li(O;M)    
N 

⇒ 

⇒ 

-logP(M) = -ΣlogPj(M) 
R 

-logL(O;M) = -ΣlogLi(O;M) 
N 

max P(M;O) ⇔ min -logP(M;O) = min [-logP(M) -logL(O;M)] 

Independence 



Objective (target) function 



Likelihood (1) 



Likelihood (2) 



Summary object function 

 

•  The only real parameter the user can play with is the 
weight factor between X-ray and geom components of 
the objective function.  

•  Refemac5, Buster, phenix.refine all use ML functions. 
ShelxL uses LS. 



Key aspects of (reciprocal space) refinement 

•  Objective function  

•  Method of optimization 

•  Model parametrization 

•  Prior knowledge 
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•  Landscape of a refinement function is very complex 
Methods of Minimization

� Methods using no function derivatives
2 Simulated Annealing, Monte Carlo, Simplex, Metropolis

� Methods using first derivatives
2 Steepest Descent, Conjugate Gradient

� Methods using first and second derivatives
2 Full matrix, Block diagonal, Diagonal, Preconditioned 

Conjugate Gradient (, and Conjugate Gradient II)

Simulated Annealing

You are here

Maybe you,re here

Full Matrix Minimization

� If the function is not quadratic
2 more than one cycle is required to reach the minimum.
2 an initial guess for the parameters is required.

� The second derivative matrix is huge
2 very time consuming to calculate and invert.

� The power of convergence is great.
� The radius of convergence is very poor.
� It absolutely requires an overdetermined problem.

Approximations to Full Matrix

� Sparse Matrix
2 Only large matrix elements are used

� Block Diagonal
2 Assumes the parameters can be categorized

� Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
2 Assumes all off diagonal elements are zero, but learns the truth from 

experience

� Gradient / Curvature
2 Assumes all off diagonal elements are zero, and is pig-headed about it.

� Conjugate Gradient
2 Assumes all diagonal elements are equal, but learns from experience

� Steepest Descent
2 Assumes all diagonal elements are equal

The Minimization Continuum

Increasing radius of convergence

Increasing rate of convergence

Increasingly conservative

No
derivatives

First
derivatives

Second
derivatives

Increasing CPU time

sdsearch full matrix<--- sa ---> cg pcg

Picture stolen from Dale Tronrud 

•  Refinement programs have very small convergence radii compared to 
the size of the function profile. Depending where you start, the 
refinement engine will bring the structure to one of the closest local 
minimum 

Convergence 



Refinement target optimization methods (from Pavel) 



Overview optimisation methods 



H in isotropic refinement has 4N×4N elements 
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2500 atoms → 100 000 000 elements 
 
 

 

The calculation and storage of H (H-1) is very expensive 
 

 

H in anisotropic refinement has 9N×9N elements  
 

 
2500 atoms → 506 250 000 elements 
 
 

 

Macromolecules 





Summary minimization 

 

•  As user nothing to change. 

•  Refmac5 uses a sparse matrix.   

•  Computational optimisation enables fast calculations 
thus allowing to take advantage of an increased rate 
of convergence without time overhead. 
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How is the crystal content parametrised? 

Atomic parameters  Non-Atomic parameters  

Crystal-specific 

Coordinates (x,y,z) 
ADPs (ISO or ANISO) 
Occupancies 

Bulk solvent Anisotropy 
Twinning 



€ 

FMODEL = kOVERALLe−sUCRYSTAL st FCALC_ATOMS +kSOLe
−
BSOL s2

4 FMASK
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⎞ 
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Crystal System Restrictions on U 

Triclinic 
1-2  

None 

Monoclinic 
3-15 

U13=U23=0 when β=α=90˚ 
U12=U23=0 when γ=α=90˚ 
U12=U13=0 when γ=β=90˚ 

Orthorhombic 
16-74 

U12=U13=U23=0 

Tetragonal 
75-142 

U11=U22 and U12=U13=U23=0 

Rhombohedral 
(trigonal) 
143-167 

U11=U22=U33 and U12=U13=U23 

Hexagonal 
168-194 

U11=U22 and U13=U23=0 

Cubic 
195-230 

U11=U22=U33 and U12=U13=U23=0 (=isotropic) 

€ 

FBULK = kSOLe
−
BSOL s

2

4 FMASK

Anisotropy Bulk-solvent contribution 

Non-atomic parameters 



€ 

FBULK = kSOLe
−
BSOL s

2

4 FMASK

Macromolecule region 

Solvent region 

Bulk solvent 



Twinning 

NEEDS A SEPARATE TALK 

TOTALLY AUTOMATED IN REFMAC5 



Atomic parameters 

Atomic model parameters 

-  Position (coordinates) 

-  Local mobility (ADP; Atomic Displacement Parameters or B-factors): 

Diffraction data represents time- and space-averaged images of the crystal 
structure: time-averaged because atoms are in continuous thermal motions 
around mean positions, and space-averaged because there are often small 
differences between symmetry copies of the asymmetric unit in a crystal. 
ADP is to model the small dynamic displacements as isotropic or anisotropic 
harmonic displacements.  

-  Larger-scale disorder (occupancies) 

Larger displacements (beyond harmonic approximation) can be modeled 
using occupancies (“alternative conformations/locations”).  

ATOM     25  CA  PRO A   4      31.309  29.489  26.044  1.00 57.79     C 
ANISOU   25  CA  PRO A   4     8443   7405   6110   2093    -24    -80 C 

Position 

Local mobility (small harmonic vibration) 

Larger-scale disorder 



Atomic Displacement Parameters 



Uatom 

ATOM     25  CA  PRO A   4      31.309  29.489  26.044  1.00 57.79     C 
ANISOU   25  CA  PRO A   4     8443   7405   6110   2093    -24    -80 C 

Six parameters  One parameter 

B = 8π2[(U11+U22+U33)/3]/10000  



TLS 



Rigid-body motion 

General displacement of a rigid-body 
point can be described as a rotation 
along an axis passing through a fixed 
point together with a translation of 
that fixed point. 

u = t + Dr 
 

for small librations 

u ≈ t + λ × r 

D = rotation matrix 
λ = vector along the rotation axis  of 

  magnitude equal to the angle of  
  rotation 



TLS parameters 

Dyad product: 

uuT = ttT + tλT × rT – r×λtT – r × λλT × rT 

 
ADPs are the time and space average 

 
UTLS = 〈uuT〉  =  T + ST × rT – r × S – r ×L × rT 

 

T = 〈ttT〉  
L = 〈λλT〉  
S = 〈λtT〉

6 parameters, TRANSLATION 
6 parameters, LIBRATION 
8 parameters, SCREW-ROTATION 
 



Choice of TLS groups and resolution 

Resolution is not a problem. There are only 20 more 
parameters per TLS group 



Contributions to equivalent isotropic Bs 

[Howlin, B. & al. 
(1993) TLSANL: 
TLS parameter-
analysis program 
for segmented 
anisotropic 
refinement of 
macromolecular 
structures, J. 
Appl. Cryst. 26, 
622-624] 



Bs from NCS related chains 



Occupancy 
Occupancy refinement in Refmac is straightforward 
Typical case is that of ligand binding or alternative conformations 





Occupancy 

ATOM      1  N  AARG A 192      -5.782  17.932  11.414  0.72  8.38      N 
ATOM      2  CA AARG A 192      -6.979  17.425  10.929  0.72 10.12      C 
ATOM      3  C  AARG A 192      -6.762  16.088  10.271  0.72  7.90      C 
ATOM      7  N  BARG A 192     -11.719  17.007   9.061  0.28  9.89      N 
ATOM      8  CA BARG A 192     -10.495  17.679   9.569  0.28 11.66      C 
ATOM      9  C  BARG A 192      -9.259  17.590   8.718  0.28 12.76      C 

At cryo-temperature alternative conformations reflect static 
disorder, which in turn is likely a reflection of dynamics in 
solution. 

In soaking studies partial occupancies are rather common 



Summary parametrization  

•  Difficult to give a summary. 

•  Rigid body/jelly body followed by restrained positional 
refinement.   

•  Very low resolution jelly body/DEN. 

•  1.4A  data or better refine anisotropic ADPs. You 
should see a significant drop in R values (2-3% or 
more). 

•  If you have more than one molecule in a.u. use NCS 
(local/global). 

•  If you have a ligand refine its occupancy. 



Key aspects of (reciprocal space) refinement 

•  Objective function  
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The low reflections/parameters ratio in MX requires that restraints are 
always utilised to prevent minimisation methods to converge to 
chemically impossible structures



1Å     2Å        3Å 

Restraints 



Dictionary 

 
 
The use of prior knowledge requires its organised storage. 
 



Dictionary

Monomers Links Modifications Energy library

Bonds

Angles

Torsions

Chirality

Planes

Tree

Atoms

Bonds

Angles

Torsions

Chirality

Planes

Tree

Types

Bonds

Angles

VdW

H-bonds

Atoms

Bonds

Angles

Torsions

Chirality

Planes

Tree



Links and Modifications

LINK

MODIFICATION



Current status of the Refmac5 dictionary

Currently, there are

11617 monomers (complete description) 
73 links
63 modifications 
 
These are represented by mmCIF files that can 
be found in /ccp4-6.5/lib/data/monomers

Used also by COOT, phenix.refine, PDB_REDO



Monomers are described by the following catagories:

_chem_comp
_chem_comp_atom
_chem_comp_bond
_chem_comp_angle
_chem_comp_tor
_chem_comp_chir
_chem_comp_plane_atom

      

Description of monomers



Monomer library (_chem_comp)

loop_  
_chem_comp.id  
_chem_comp.three_letter_code  
_chem_comp.name  
_chem_comp.group  
_chem_comp.number_atoms_all  
_chem_comp.number_atoms_nh  
_chem_comp.desc_level
  
ALA   ALA    ‘ALANINE ‘   L-peptide    10  5  .     



Monomer library (_chem_comp_atom)

loop_
_chem_comp_atom.comp_id
_chem_comp_atom.atom_id
_chem_comp_atom.type_symbol
_chem_comp_atom.type_energy
_chem_comp_atom.partial_charge
 ALA      N    N    NH1      -0.204
 ALA      H    H    HNH1      0.204
 ALA      CA   C    CH1       0.058
 ALA      HA   H    HCH1      0.046
 ALA      CB   C    CH3      -0.120
 ALA      HB1  H    HCH3      0.040
 ALA      HB2  H    HCH3      0.040
 ALA      HB3  H    HCH3      0.040
 ALA      C    C    C         0.318
 ALA      O    O    O        -0.422
     



Monomer library (_chem_comp_bond)

loop_
_chem_comp_bond.comp_id
_chem_comp_bond.atom_id_1
_chem_comp_bond.atom_id_2
_chem_comp_bond.type
_chem_comp_bond.value_dist
_chem_comp_bond.value_dist_esd
 ALA      N    H       single     0.860    0.020
 ALA      N    CA      single     1.458    0.019
 ALA      CA   HA      single     0.980    0.020
 ALA      CA   CB      single     1.521    0.033
 ALA      CB   HB1     single     0.960    0.020
 ALA      CB   HB2     single     0.960    0.020
 ALA      CB   HB3     single     0.960    0.020
 ALA      CA   C       single     1.525    0.021
 ALA      C    O       double     1.231    0.020
     



Monomer library (_chem_comp_angle)

loop_
_chem_comp_angle.comp_id
_chem_comp_angle.atom_id_1
_chem_comp_angle.atom_id_2
_chem_comp_angle.atom_id_3
_chem_comp_angle.value_angle
_chem_comp_angle.value_angle_esd
 ALA      H      N      CA      114.000    3.000
 ALA      HA     CA     CB      109.000    3.000
 ALA      CB     CA     C       110.500    1.500
 ALA      HA     CA     C       109.000    3.000
 ALA      N      CA     HA      110.000    3.000
 ALA      N      CA     CB      110.400    1.500
 ...
 ...
 ALA      N      CA     C       111.200    2.800
 ALA      CA     C      O       120.800    1.700



What happens when you run REFMAC5?

If your model only contains monomers for which there is 
a description
    

You have monomer(s)/link(s)/modification(s) for which 
there is no description
 
 

   the program takes everything from the library and carries on 

Links / Modifications  JLigand      (CCP4)

Ligands                                          
                                          AceDRG         (CCP4)
                                          Grade         (Global Phasing)
                                          phenix.elbow (Phenix)
                                           ….

the program will stop as it needs restraints for the unknown entry/entries



Engh, R.A., and Huber, R. (1991). 
Accurate bond and angle parameters for X-ray protein structure refinement. 
Acta Crystallogr. A Found. Crystallogr. 47, 392–400.

Engh, R.A., and Huber, R. (2001). 
International Tables for Crystallography. In International Tables for Crystallography, 
M.G. Rossmann and E. Arnold, eds. (Dordrecht, The Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers), pp. 382–392.

Target restraints

Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) / Crystallography Open Database (COD)
(sub)atomic resolution macromolecules / QM calculations 

Single value library (SVL)

taget values are independent of context

In the case of proteins:





REFMAC5 can handle complex chemistry 



0        1         2         3         4         5         6         7
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789
LINK        C6  BBEN B   1                O1  BMAF S   2                BEN-MAF
LINK        OE2  GLU A  67        1.895   ZN    ZN R   5                GLU-ZN
LINK             GLY H 127                     GLY H 133                gap  
LINK             MAF S   2                     MAN S   3                BETA1-4  
SSBOND   1 CYS A  298    CYS A  298                          4555
MODRES     MAN S     3  MAN-b-D                                         RENAME

Links and Modifications in practice 

At the top of the PDB file: 





Few final remarks 
 
 

•  Your original reflection file should always be your MTZIN 

•  The MTZOUT is used only for map calculations 

•  If you have phase information (HL coefficents) use it at the early/
medium stage of refinement then drop it. Same goes for SAD/SIRAS 
data. 

•  I tend to include hydrogens (riding) at let’s say resolution better than 
3A. Do this once the model is quite complete. 

•  TLS. Generally quite useful. Sometimes you get stunning stats. I use 
TLSMD to get TLS groups. 

•  Since the introduction of NCS local I rarely had to employ NCS global. 

•  Ligands. Often source of problems. Read Steiner and Tucker. 

• JLigand (Andrey Lebedev) is extremely convenient to define links. 

•  Low resolution tools quite powerful (map sharpening, jelly body) 

•  A fast program makes everything a lot more convenient. PDB_REDO, 
ARP/wARP,… 


